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Abstract: In its basic version, Petri Nets are deﬁned as ﬁxed graphs, where the
behaviour of the system is modelled as the marking of the graph which changes over
time. This constraint makes the Petri Nets a poor tool to deal with reconﬁgurable
systems as mobile computing systems, where the structure of the system can change
as its behaviour, during time. Many extended Petri nets were proposed to deal with
this weakness. The aim of this work is to present a new extension of Petri Nets, where
the structure of the graph can be highly ﬂexible. This ﬂexibility gives a rich model
with complex behaviours, not allowed in previous extensions. The second aim is to
prove that even these behaviours are so complex; they can be translated into other
low level models (as Coloured Petri Nets [21]) and so be analysed. This translation
exploits Dynamic Petri Nets [11] as an intermediary representation between our model
and Coloured Petri Nets.
Keywords: Petri Nets , Coloured Petri Nets, Dynamic Petri Nets, Mobile Computing
System.
1 Introduction
The development of computer science technologies and increasing user requirements are the
major drivers of the birth of sophisticated solutions. Mobility with its soft (code mobility) and
hard (device mobility) aspects is one of these solutions. When some disaster menaces a critical
system during its execution, it seems a good idea to transfer this system and to save its state
to another, more secure site, where it can continue its execution. By soft mobility, we mean
a system where code can migrate from one site to another site. Many reasons can cause such
migration and many methods and techniques can be used. On the other hand, travelling users
who request some computing services need also some speciﬁc mobile devices. In this last case, we
talk about hard mobility. Applications using code mobility are increasing. Code mobility touches
critical domains (military, spacial, medicine). Such domains require that used applications insure
a set of properties. Safety, liveness, no deadlock, fault tolerance, and security are example of
such required properties. Using formal methods, one can develop systems and proof (or verify)
presence or absence for speciﬁc properties, in these systems. Formal methods are languages, tools,
and approaches allowing speciﬁcation and veriﬁcation of systems. Formal languages are based
on a well-deﬁned syntax and a formal semantics. Their formal semantics allow developers to
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verify speciﬁcation written in such languages. For some languages, automatic tools are proposed
to verify the speciﬁcations. Using formal methods in code mobility is not recent. Most currently
methods can be considered as derived from processes-algebra [6] or state-transition systems.
As a state-transition model, Petri Nets [18] was proposed to model concurrent and parallel
systems. This formalism has a graphic representation and a formal background. Using places,
transitions and connecting arcs, this formalism can specify states, actions and transitions between
states through which a system evolves. Using Petri nets, one can analyse behavioural or structural
properties of a system. To model mobility with Petri nets, the most important contribution can
be found in high level Petri Nets. Many extensions have been proposed to adapt Petri nets to
mobile systems: Mobile Nets and Dynamic Petri nets [11], Nested Petri Nets [13], Hyper-Petri-
Nets [14], Mobile Synchronous Petri Net [15]...
The ﬁrst idea that has motivated our work was mobile code systems. In these systems, type
of resources and their bindings play a central role in the migration procedure. Resources decide
also the success or failure of the process. Proposed formal methods founded in the literature
do not deal with these aspects and their problems. In our ﬁrst work, we have proposed a
naive version of ”Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets” [23] extended to ”Coloured Reconﬁgurable Nets”
in [24]. Our objective was to propose a graphical tool to model mobile code systems in an easy
and intuitive way. In these works, we were interested to provide formalisms that model mobility,
explicitly (The mobility is modelled through the reconﬁguration of the net’s structure when some
transitions are ﬁred). When trying to oﬀer this quality in a model, we have to deal with the
problem of interpreting this reconﬁguration formally. In [23, 24], we have introduced speciﬁc
labelled transitions: ”reconﬁgure-transitions”, which reconﬁgure the structure of the net when
they are ﬁred. The ﬁrst drawback of this solution is that we must provide a speciﬁc treatment
of these transitions when the model is analysed. In [25], we have proposed an interpretation
of Reconﬁgurable Labelled Nets into a high order Maude (Reconﬁgurable Maude). The idea
was to extend Maude [21] with some “reconﬁgure rewriting rules”. These rules can represent the
reconﬁgure-transitions. Reconﬁgurable Maude can be used to simulate Reconﬁgurable Labelled
Nets. In the current work, we will present another version that we call Extended “Labelled
Reconﬁgurable Nets”, where the label of a reconﬁgure-transition is deﬁned as a tuple. This tuple
contains a set of values which belong to diﬀerent types. Three speciﬁc types are deﬁned: P
(for places), T (for transitions), and A (for arcs). These types will contain signed (negative as
well as positive) objects (places, transitions, and arcs). The presence of a positive object (resp.
negative object) in a label of a reconﬁgure-transition can be the cause to add (resp. delete) this
object to (resp. from) the structure of this net. Using these labels, the structure of the net can
be expanded, reduced, or destroyed. Our second contribution is the proposition of a method to
analyse this model, using Dynamic Nets [11]. Dynamic Nets can be translated into CPN [21],
and can be analysed using CPN-tool [26]. We propose the encoding of our model into Dynamic
nets. This encoding will be used to analyse this model. This encoding has been proved. The
encoding and its proof are not presented in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows: The section two presents the formal deﬁnition of Extended
Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets (ELRN), its semantics, and an example of modelling. Section three
discusses the analysis issue that we have developed for the analysis of ELRN using a translation
of the model into Dynamic Nets [11]. Section four presents a comparison between our work and
other similar works, and ﬁnally, section ﬁve will conclude this paper.
2 Extended labelled reconﬁgurable nets
Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets (ELRN) are an extension of Coloured Petri Nets [21].
In ELRN, the set of transitions is divided into two subsets: ordinary transitions (OT ) and
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reconﬁgure-transitions (RT ). A reconﬁgure-transition has a label (a tuple of values). The ﬁring of
an ordinary transition will change the marking of the Net in an ordinary manner, as in CPN [21].
The ﬁring of a reconﬁgure-transition changes the marking of the net as well as the structure of
the Net. A reconﬁgure-transition changes the structure of the net, by adding or deleting a node
(places, transitions, arcs). To add a place, a reconﬁgure-transition must have a label which
contains: (the name of the place, its initial marking, its input (resp. output) transitions with
their incoming (resp. outgoing) expressions). To add a transition, a reconﬁgure-transition must
have a label which contains: (the name of the transition, its guard, its input (resp. output)
places with their incoming (resp. outgoing) expressions). Finally, to add an arc, a reconﬁgure-
transition must have a label which contains: (the name of the arc, its labelling expression, and its
input/output nodes). Names of nodes (places, transitions, arcs) can be preceded by a negative
sign. The presence of negative node in a label causes its elimination from the net (iﬀ it existed in
the original net), once the reconﬁgure-transition is ﬁred. In the following subsection, we present
the formal deﬁnition of this model, its semantics, and a modelling example.
2.1 Formal deﬁnition
Let Name be a set of names. Let P , T , and A be three ﬁnite and disjoint subsets of the set
Name.
An Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets NP;T;A is a 10-tuple (, P 0, T 0, A0, C, G, E, I,
L), where:
• : a set of types (Colours). We denote by  the set of all multi-sets of the set ;
• P 0: a set of places; P 0  P .
• T 0: a set of transitions; P 0  P . T 0 = OT [RT (OT for ordinary transitions, and RT for
reconﬁgure-transitions).
• A0: a set of arcs. A0  (T 0  P 0) [ (P 0  T 0). For a place p in P 0 and a transition t in T 0,
we can have an arc a in A0 written a = (p; t) (resp. (t; p)), if it connects p to t (resp. if
it connects t to p). We write (p; :) (rep (t; :)) to denote the set of arcs that start from p
(resp. to denote the set of arcs that start from t).
• C: a colour function associated with each place. C : P 0 ! . For each place p, C associates
a unique colour (type) C(p);
• G: a guard function associated with each transition. G : T 0 ! Exp. Where Exp is the set
of all Boolean expressions that can be constructed using constants and variables deﬁned in
types ;
• E: an expression function that associates to each arc a in A0 an expression E(a). The
expression E(a) is a multi-set of C(p) where a 2 (p; :).
• I: is an initial state of the net. I=< M0; S0 >, where M0 is the initial marking of places
P ’. M0 : P 0 ! . S0 is the initial structure of the net. We take S0 = P 0 [ T 0 [A0.
• L: a labelling function which associates to each transition rt in RT a label. We denote by
(P;Exp) (resp. (T;Exp)) the set of couples composed of a place in P and an expression
(resp. composed of a transition in T and an expression). We denote by P  the set of
names deﬁned in P preceded by a negative sign (idem for T  and A ). We denote by  the
empty untyped element. A label is a tuple of values. Three kinds of labels can be used:(i)
(P [P ;  [fg; (T;Exp) [fg; (T;Exp) [fg) labels a transition which adds a place
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to the net, (ii) (T [ T ; Exp [ fg; (P;Exp) [ fg; (P;Exp) [ fg) labels a transition
which adds a place to the net, and (iii) (A[A ; [fg; Name[fg; Name[fg) labels
a transition which adds an arc to the net. So, we have: L : RT ! (P [ P    [ fg 
(T;Exp) [ fg  (T;Exp) [ fg)S(T [ T  Exp [ fg  (P;Exp) [ fg  (P;Exp) [
fg)S(A [A    [ fg Name [ fg Name [ fg).
2.2 Semantics
Let N be an Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets, and t a transition in T. As in CPN
(Coloured Petri Nets) [21], we denote by t the set of input places for the transition t, and by
t the set of output places for the transition t. Let I0 =< M0; S0 > be the current state of N.
Firing t changes I0 towards I1 =< M1; S1 >. We denote this as: < M0; S0 >!t< M1; S1 >. In
case of t in OT , we have: S1 = S0.
Preconditions to ﬁre t
A binding  is a function that assigns some values to some variables. We denote by E(p; t)[]
a binding in which every variable in E is assigned to some values depending on . Now, the
transition t can be ﬁred iﬀ there is a binding  on the variables of E(p; t) such that M0(p) 
E(p; t)[], for each p 2 t, and G(t) is true.
Post-conditions of ﬁring t
After the ﬁring of t, N will transit from its current state I0 to another state I1 =< M1; S1 >.
For each p in t, we will have: M1(p) = M0(p)   E(p; t)[]. For each p 2 t, we will have:
M1(p) = M0(p) + E(t; p)[].
If t 2 OT then S1 = S0. If t 2 RT then: S0 (which is P 00 [ T 00 [ A00) will be updated to
S1 = P 01 [ T 01 [A01. Three cases are possible:
• t changes P 0:
– by adding a place p: the label of tmust be: (p; mp; f(in_t1; in_e1); :::; (in_tn; in_en)g;
f(out_t1; out_e1); :::; (out_tl; out_el)g); where: mp is the initial marking of p, and
(in_ti; in_ei) (resp. (out_tj ; out_ej)) an input (resp. an output) transition with its
incoming (resp. outgoing) expressions. So, P 01 = P 00[fpg; T 01 = T 00, and A01 = A00.
– or deleting the place p: the label must be ( p; ; ; ). So, P 01 = P 00nfpg; T 01 = T 00,
and A01 = A00.
• t changes T 0:
– by adding the transition at: the label of tmust be: (at; gat; f(in_p1; in_e1); :::; (in_pn;
in_en)g; f(out_p1; out_e1); :::; (out_pl; out_el)g); where: gt is a guard,
and (in_pi; in_ei) (resp. (out_pj ; out_ej)) an input (resp. an output) places with
its incoming (resp. outgoing) expressions. So, P 01 = P 00; T 01 = T 00 [ fatg, and
A01 = A00.
– or deleting the transition dt: the label of t must be: ( dt; ; ; ). So, P 01 =
P 00; T 01 = T 00 n fdtg, and A01 = A00.
• or t changes A0:
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– by adding the arc a = (p; t0): the label must be (a; ea; p; t0); where: ea is a labelling
expression, p the name of a place, and t0 the name of a transition. So, P 01 = P 00; T 01 =
T 00, and A01 = A00 [ fag.
– by adding the arc a = (t0; p): (a; ea; t0; p); where: ea is a labelling expression, p the
name of a place, and t0 the name of a transition. So, P 01 = P 00; T 01 = T 00, and
A01 = A00 [ fag.
– or deleting the arc a: the label of t must be ( a; ; ; ). So, P 01 = P 00; T 01 = T 00,
and A01 = A00 n fag.
2.3 A modelling example
In the example of Fig 1, we make an explicit subdivision of the net into a set of sub-blocs.
Each sub-bloc can represent an agent or a site where many agents reside. Each sub-bloc has a
title presented on the top of this sub-bloc. We use a speciﬁc graphical representation for the
reconﬁgure-transitions, to distinguish them from the ordinary transitions. In Fig 1, we have
three agents. Agent1 and Agent3 are immobile agents which existed on two diﬀerent sites (S1
and S2). Agent2 is a mobile Agent, which is located initially on the site S1. On the site S1,
Agent2 communicates with Agent1 through the communication place C1. Agent2 receives an
information (of a some type that we denote: Information) from C1, then it moves towards the
site S2, where Agent3 is located. On the site S2, Agent2 passes the information received from
Agent1 to the Agent3, through the place C2. To do the transfer of this information, a new arc
(t22; C2) must be added to the model, and the arc (C1; t21) must be deleted from the model. To
do this reconﬁguration in the model, we use the two reconﬁgure-transitions: rt1 and rt2, with
two labels: L1 =<  (C1; t21) > and L2 =< (t22; C2); t22; C2; X >. X is the variable which
transfers the information to Agent3. Fig 2 shows the system after the movement of the Agent2,
where the system is reconﬁgured.
The initial marking of the places is fM0(P11) =< inf >; M0(P21) =<  >g, where inf is
a data of the type Information and <  > represents the constant black-token of the type
Black-token (A type which contains only one value which is <  >). The variable X is also of
type Information. The non-labelled arcs are implicitly labelled <  >.
3 On the analysis of ELRN
Our aim is to oﬀer a way to analyse ELRN models. We have proposed that the analysis
of ELRN can be done through the analysis of some equivalent models in CPN (Coloured Petri
Nets [21]) or PN (Petri Nets [18]). Petri Nets and Coloured Petri Nets have been studied for
many years and have many automatic veriﬁcation-tools [22]. To proﬁt from these tools, we must
show that there is some correct transformation (an Unfolding) from the ELRN formalism (as
high level nets) towards CPN (and PN). The transformation of ELRN directly into CPN or PN
is a hard task; so we propose to prove that the Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets (ELRN)
models can be encoded into Dynamic Nets (DN) [11]. We use the DN as an intermediary pass
between ELRN and CPN.
At this stage, the obtained speciﬁcation can be transformed into CPN (Coloured Petri Net
Model) model and so, be analysed using CPN-tool for example. The unfolding of ELRN models
into DN is developed and has been proved.
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Figure 1: Example of an ELRN.
Figure 2: Example of an ELRN (after reconﬁguration).
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4 Related works
Research on extending Petri Nets (to model systems, with dynamic structure) has provided
some remarkable results. We can distinguish between extensions that model mobility in an im-
plicit way (no modiﬁcation in the structure of the net), or in an explicit way (the reconﬁguration,
of the net structure, models mobility). The most important propositions are dedicated to mobile
systems and mobile agents. In PrN (Predicate/Transition nets) [16], mobile agents are modelled
through tokens. These agents are transferred by transition ﬁring from an environment to an-
other. In this work, the structure of the net does not change. The agents are represented as
token, so this abstraction does not allow representing some complex behaviour of this kind of
agents. In [15], authors proposed MSPN (Mobile synchronous Petri net) as formalism to model
mobile systems and security aspects. They have introduced the notions of nets (an entity) and
disjoint locations to explicit mobility. A system is composed of set of localities that can contain
nets. To explicit mobility, speciﬁc transitions are introduced. Two kinds of speciﬁc transitions
were proposed: new and go. Firing a go transition moves the net from its locality towards another
locality. The destination locality is given through a token in an input place of the go transition.
In this work, mobility is not also explicit. Mobility is implicitly modelled by the activation of
some nets and the deactivation of other nets, using tokens. Migration of an agent is modelled by
the deactivation of the net modelling this agent in a locality and the activation of the net that
represents this same agent in the destination locality. So, this is a kind of simulation of mobility.
In nested nets [21], tokens can be Petri nets themselves. This model allows some transition when
they are ﬁred to create new nets in the output places. Nested nets are hierarchic nets where
we have diﬀerent levels of details. Places can contain nets, and these nets can contain also nets
as tokens in their places etcetera. So all nets created when a transition is ﬁred are contained
in places. So the created nets are not in the same level with the ﬁrst net. This formalism is
proposed to adaptive work-ﬂow systems. Self Modifying Nets (SMN) [18] is an extension of Petri
Nets. In this formalism, edges can be labelled by names of places. If the name p is used as the
weight of an arc, then this means that the number of tokens to be moved through this arc is equal
to the current marking of the place p. So, in self modifying nets, the weights of arcs are dynamic.
These weights depend on the current marking of the net. Even SMN oﬀers more computational
power than PN; mobility was not the objective of this extension. Though, this formalism was the
basis for other more important formalisms like "Reconﬁgurable Nets" [10]. In "Reconﬁgurable
Net" [10], the structure of the net is not explicitly changed. No places or transitions are added in
runtime. The key diﬀerence with coloured Petri nets is that ﬁring transition can change names of
output places. Names of places can ﬁgure as weight of output arcs. This formalism is proposed
to model nets with ﬁxed components but where connectivity can be changed over time.
In Object Petri Nets [21], and Elementary Object Nets (EON) [12], tokens can be Petri nets
themselves. In an EON, we distinguish between System Nets and Object Nets. Object Nets play
the role of object tokens that can appear in places of a System Net. Here, a two-level system
modelling technique is introduced. The System Net which represents the external level and the
Object Net which represents the internal level can have some synchronous transitions. In this
case, these transitions must be ﬁred simultaneously in the two levels. Object Nets used as tokens
in a System Net can also interact. EON formalism was proposed to model some kind of systems
like: work-ﬂow, ﬂexible manufacturing, and mobile agents. Based on the EON formalism, other
proposals were done: Nested Nets [13], Petri Hypernets [14], Nets within Nets [19], etc In Nested
Nets [21], ﬁring some transitions creates new nets (called token nets) in their output places.
Nested nets are also hierarchic nets, where we have diﬀerent levels of details. Places can contain
nets, and these nets can contain also nets as tokens in their places. This formalism was proposed
to adaptive work-ﬂow systems. Adaptive means an ability to modify processes in a structured
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way, for example by replacing a sub-process or extending it. Petri Hypernets [14] are proposed to
model mobile agents. Mobile agents are modelled as nets. These mobile agents are manipulated
by other agents (modelled as nets) who can be also mobile. We call Open Net a net used to model
a mobile agent. This open net plays the role of a token in another net; this last one is called
hyper-marking Net. As a diﬀerence with Valk’s proposal [12,20], the inter-level synchronization
in Hyper-Nets is achieved solely by means of exchanging messages. In [17], PEPA nets are
proposed, where mobile code is modelled by expressions of the stochastic process algebra PEPA
which play the role of tokens in (stochastic) Petri nets. The Petri net of a PEPA net models the
architecture of the net, which is a static one. Mobile Petri nets (MPN) [11] extend coloured Petri
nets to model mobility. MPN is inspired by join-calculus [4]. The output places of transition are
dynamic. The input expression of a transition deﬁnes the set of its output places.
In all these formalisms, the structure of the net is not changed and mobility is modelled
implicitly through the net’s dynamic. In these models, an important work is required from the
modeller to model mobility implicitly. MPN are extended to Dynamic Petri Net (DPN) [11].
Mobility in DPN is modelled explicitly, by adding subnets when transitions are ﬁred. However,
the Dynamic Petri nets formalism implies some constraints: (i) No transition without input
places, (ii) Added nets, to the original net, must not modify the input of an existing transition
in the original net, (iii) We can not add a connection between two disconnected existing nodes,
(iv) and we cannot delete nodes (place, transition or connection).
In this paper, we have proposed an extension for Petri nets that can be used to model mobility
(and in general, reconﬁgurable systems): Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets. Extended
Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets is more ﬂexible and more expressive and does not imply constraints
on the dynamic of the structure. We consider that Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets can
be used by reconﬁgurable systems developers with more ﬂexibility than other formalisms. This
is due to the feature that it models mobility explicitly through mobility of nodes in the Labelled
Reconﬁgurable Net. Developers can encode mobile aspects of their system directly and explicitly
in the EARN formalism.
The power of Petri nets resides in its veriﬁcation methods. When extending Petri nets, we
reach some formalism with a high expressiveness, but the analysis becomes more complex or even
impossible. Developers of new formalisms must propose analysis techniques. Mostly, they are
proposing some translation (or encoding) of their formalisms into some well-known formalism
or approach in modelling domain. Such translation allows the analysis of the new formalisms
models using techniques of well-known formalisms. The most famous encoding can be found
in the unfolding of Petri nets into automaton to apply model-checking, and then the unfolding
of CPN [21] (Coloured Petri Nets) into PN [18] (Petri Nets) to analyse some properties that
are not analysed on the CPN directly. We can ﬁnd other works, in literature. In [22], author
authors studied equivalence between the join calculus [4] and diﬀerent kinds of high level nets.
They proved the equivalence between Reconﬁgurable nets (RN) [10] (an extension version of PN)
and the join calculus. This equivalence allows to interpret RN into join calculus and to verify
those using join-calculus tools. In [19], Petri nets are translated into linear logic programming.
This translation can be used to analyse Petri nets using Prolog model-checker. Authors of [20]
encoded Synchronous mobile nets (SMN) [15] into rewriting logic [22]. This encoding allows the
use of Maude [21] to verify SMNs speciﬁcations.
In this paper, we have discussed an encoding of ELRN behaviours into Dynamic nets [11].
This encoding was proved to be correct. The advantage of such encoding resides in the possibility
to encode Dynamic nets into CPN (coloured Petri Nets). So, ELRN can be translated into CPN.
Once translated into CPN, ELRN nets can be analysed using CPN veriﬁcation tools.
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5 Conclusion
Mobile Systems are systems with a dynamic structure. Their structure changes as they are
executed. This class of systems can be found in many domains of our life. Mobile robots used to
explore hostile environment, mobile agents used in the internet or in distributed systems, mobile
nodes in a mobile wireless networks ... All these systems can be considered as reconﬁgurable
systems. The use of these systems is in expansion for many reasons: their eﬃciency, their
abstractions for the designer, their ﬂexibility ...These characteristics make these systems in the
kernel of many critical systems: aeronautics, military, medicine, commerce... The design of these
systems becomes a critical activity. Their reliability and their correctness are crucial. To ensure
the correctness of these systems, formal methods seem to be an adequate solution. Using formal
methods, the designer speciﬁes the system in a formal language. A formal language has a well
deﬁned syntax, and formal semantics which allows the veriﬁcation of properties of the designed
system. We found in the literature, many formal methods. Classical formal methods (proposed
for classical systems) are well deﬁned and are mature. However, these classical formal methods
have not the expressiveness to specify reconﬁgurable systems. The use of the classical methods
makes the designer’s task a hard task. Extended versions are proposed to deal with the idea of
reconﬁgurable systems. In the literature, we can ﬁnd two principal classes: Processes algebra
based methods, and state-transition based methods.
State-transition based methods can be found in extensions of Petri nets model. Petri nets are
an elegant model for concurrency. With its graphical representation and its formal background,
it was used to specify and verify concurrent multi-processes systems. The classical model has
not the power of expressiveness to deal with current aspects such as mobility. To take beneﬁts
from the power of the model in mobility domains, several works have been proposed. These
works try to extend Petri nets with the same ability to specify mobility (and more generally:
reconﬁgurability).
In this paper, we have presented the Extended Labelled Reconﬁgurable Nets formalism. The
formal deﬁnition of this formalism, its semantics and a modelling example are presented. The
encoding of this formalism into another formalism Dynamic Nets [11] was proved using and oﬀers
a method to do the analysis of this model.
As perspectives of the current work, we propose the below axes as open domains:
• The experimentation of ELRN in the modelling of mobile systems: Mobile agents systems,
mobile networks, ... This modelling work can prove the power of our formalism and shows
its shortcomings and so allow us to introduce necessary adaptations;
• The work on automatic veriﬁcation: The translation of dynamic nets into coloured Petri
nets is presented in [11]. We are working on the development of a tool-kit to implement this
translation. The encoding presented in section three is formal and proved to be correct; so
it is possible to think of an implementation of this last encoding also;
• In the current time, complexity and decidability issues are not yet studied. These aspects
are important, once a new formalism is proposed. These issues will be also developed in
our future works.
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